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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a finite group with subgroup H, and let K be a field of charac- 
teristic p (f0). The representation ring a(G) is generated by all isomorphism 
classes [M] of finitely generated KG-modules. It has relations [M] + [M’] = 
[M @ A&‘] and multiplication is given by [Mj[M’] = [M OK M’]. Let 
i(G, H) denote the ideal of a(G) generated by all [M] - [M’] - [IVY’], 
---f M’ + M -+ M” + 0 is an exact sequence of KG-modules which 
splits as a sequence of KH-modules. The quotient a( 
called the relative Grothendieck ring. Here 
Grothendieck ring a(G, 1) is generated by the Br 
modules. 
IfL is a linear KU-module for U a subgroup of G, writeee = KG BKU I,. 
The subring d(G) of a(G) generated by all such [LG] is called the monomial 
representation ring of G. The permutation representation ring is the subring 
c(G) of d(G) generated by all [l( U)7 w h ere 1( U) is the linear KU-module on 
which hi acts trivially. The relative monomial ring and the relativ 
tion ring are the quotients d(G, H) = d(G)/(d(G) n i(G 
c(G)/c(G) r-~ i(G, H), respectively. For any integral domai 
R Qz ~(6, H), D,(G, H) = R gz d(G, H), and C,(G, 
The relative Grothendieck rings have been studied extensively by Conlon, 
Dress, Gustafson, Lam, Reiner, and Wigner [I, 2, 5, 6, 8-131. Pn [I] Conlon 
emonstrated the importance of permutation representation rings in tbe 
study of representation rings. In addition Conlon has given an R-basis for 
CR(G) and for D,(G) for R su ffi ciently large (see [I, 31). In this paper we 
find a basis for C,(G, H) under certain circumstances. Specifically it must 
be assumed that H Q G and that C,(G) is generated by elements of the form 
[l(Y)“] where V is a p’-cyclic extension of a p-group. This leads directly to a 
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basis for D,(G, H) assuming R is sufficiently large. Also it is proved that 
d(G, H) is a free abelian group in some cases which are not covered by the 
theorems of Reiner, Lam, and Wigner i&13]. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper K will be a field, of characteristic p (f0) where 
p divides 1 G j, which is a splitting field of G and all of its subgroups. 
The ring R will always be an integral domain (commutative with unit) of 
characteristic zero. G-module will mean KG-module. For M a G-module, 
the symbol [M] will be used to denote its isomorphism class in a(G) and 
also (when appropriate) the image of this class in A,(G, H), in D,(G, H), and 
in C,(G, H). In every case the meaning of the symbol [M] should be clear 
from the context. 
If i%? is a G-module and U a subgroup of G, Mu denotes the restriction of 
M to a U-module. If L is a U-module LG = KG aKUL. These operations 
define homomorphisms 
reso,LT: a(G) --f a(U) 
by resG,dW = lIn/r,l =4 
ind,,,: a(U) - a(G) 
by ind,,,[L] = [LG]. This latter is only a homomorphism of the additive 
group. 
If 01, p E G and if U is a subgroup of G, we write ~8’ for p&l and Ua for 
,BUp-l. NG( U) and C,(U) denote the normalizer and centralizer, respectively, 
of U in G. For 01~ ,.. ., OI~ E G, (a1 ,..., a$ is the subgroup they generate. 
A U-transversal in G is a complete set of left coset representatives of U 
in G. 
Suppose U, V are subgroups of G with V 4 U. If M is a (U/T/)-module 
we can view M as a U-module on which V acts trivially. Thus there is a 
homomorphism p: a( U/V) + a(U). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let U, V be subgroups of G with V 4 U. There is a 
group homomorphism 
f: 4(U/K (U n WV/V) - &(G H) 
given byf[M] = [MC]. 
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Proof. It is easy to see that f is a homomorphism if it is well-defined. We 
have a diagram (#J~,~ denoting the natural epimor~ism) 
a(UjV) --f-+ a(U) indu,G - 4d;P 
@ulv,(onH)vlv i 
I 
J4G.N 
a((U/V),(UnH)V/V)---f--+a(G,H). 
Q prove J” is defined we need only show that i( U/V? (hi n 
the kernel of #~o,~ . indU,, . p. 
Let 0 + L -+-JJ M +-v N + 0 be a (U n H)-split exact sequence of 
U-modules on which V acts trivially. Let a: M,,, + Lunx be a splitting 
homomorphism, i.e., o . p = idL . Let y1 ,..., yt be a U-transversal in UH and 
let 6, ,..‘, 6, be a UH-transversal in G. Then every ent of MG can be 
written uniquely as Ci=, xi=, Sjyi @ rnzj for ln,j E M. ne 0: MC +LG by 
i: sjyi @ o(rn& 
i=l 
We claim that 8 is an H-homomorphism which splits the sequence 
Forletj3~H~mmE.SinceH~Gforl <i<t,l <j<qS;i,BS,y,=y,J 
for some k and some /3’ E N n U, Thus we have 
It is easy to show that 0 . (1 @ p) = idLG . Therefore 
Tensor& with R presents no problem. 
Proposition 2.1 is an extension of Lemma 2.4 of [S]. It will be used many 
times in this study. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose N has a p-Sylow subgroup 
4G P>~ 
T/ten a(G, H) = 
The proof of this is left to the reader. 
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3. Two EASY CASES 
Suppose G is ap-group. Then d(G, H) = c(G, H). Let U be any subgroup 
of G. By the Mackey Subgroup Theorem [4, Theorem 44.21 
(l(U)Q = c l(H n Uy)H, (3.1) 
Y 
where the sum is over all left cosets yUH of UH in G, since H CI G. Let 
S = U n H and let ,8, ,..., 
X(S) = cf=, l(9)? Now 
/$ be an NJS) . H-transversal in G. Let 
in c(H). So (3.1) becomes 
[(l( U)Q] = ’ ,,&H ’ [X(S)1 (3.2) 
in c(H). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let G be a p-group, H a G. Let (U, ,..,, U,} be a 
complete set of representatives of the G-conjugate classes of subgroups of H. For 
each Ui let Vi be a subgroup of No(UJ which has maximal order while subject to 
the restriction that Vi n H = Ui . Then the set 
J&! = {[l(VJG] 1 i = l,..., n} 
is a basis for c(G, H). 
Proof. Let T be any subgroup of G. There exists some i such that T n H 
is G-conjugate to Vi . For any 01 E G, l( Ta)G = l( T)G. So (3.2) implies 
[(l(T)“),] = qHF Lx( ui)l 
in c(H). Since c(H) is Z-free and since 1 ViH / 3 1 TH 1 
W(T>“M = +;,’ - Ku~i~GM. 
But the restriction map resG,H: a(G, H) + a(H) is a monomorphism [13, 
Theorem 11 so 
[l(T)G] = ; 7,’ - rwi>“1 (3.4) 
in c(G, H). Therefore J@’ spans c(G, H). 
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By [I, Proposition 5.51 c(H) has a basis consisting of all elements of the 
form [l(QH], where U ranges over a set of representatives of the H-conjugate 
classes of subgroups of El. Thus ~2’ is also Z-linearly independent. 
From (3.4) we get the following: 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let G be a p-group. {f S, T are subgroups oj with 
j S / < j T / and S n H = Tn El then [l(S>G] = (1 T l/i S /)[l(g)c] in 
c(G, ff). 
For the rest of this section G can be any finite group w-ith M = (I). For 
any subgroup V of 6, let x,, denote the Brauer character of l(Y)G associated 
with any homomorphism of the units of K into the unit circle of the complex 
numbers. 
LEMMA 3.6. If 01, 8 are p’-elements of G, xv(a) = x&?)f~r all subgroups I7 
of G if and only if (a) is conjugate to (p). 
Pp.oof* Suppose V is a subgroup of 6. Let yz ,.~., yt be a V-transversal 
in G. Then 1( V)G = C:=, yi @ l(V) and xv(z) is the number of yi with 
y;%yi E V. If (a) is conjugate to (p) then xv(~) = xv(p). Suppose (LX> is not 
conjugate to </3). Assume I(a)I > I(f Then no conjugate of a: is in (/3)* 
Hence xd4 = Q # xtd8)~ 
ROPQSITION 3.7. Suppose R is a$eld. Let (1) = (q), (a&,~.., (CQ) be a 
complete set of representatives of the conjugate classes of p’-cyclic ~bgyou~s of G. 
Then the set 
.A! = ([l((q))G] / i = I,.,., t> 
is a basis for C,(G, 1). 
Proof. By (3.6) the rank of C,(G, 1) as a free -module is t. Thus A? 
is a basis if it is linearly independent. 
Suppose cr ,...) ct E R such that 
il W(%>)“l =Q. 
Let k be an index with (CL& having maximal order among those i with ES # 0. 
Then 
his contradicts ck # 
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4. A BASIC RELATION 
Suppose G = S x T (direct product) where H C T. If M, is an S-module, 
MT a T-module, MS &MT is a G-module where the action of G is given by 
(s, t)m @ m’ = sm @ tm’ for (s, t) E G, m E Ms , m’ E MT. Thus there is a 
homomorphism 
49 Or 4’) + a(G). (4-l) 
The product isomorphism theorem of [9] states that if K is a splitting field 
for T and all of its subgroups then the mapping in (4.1) will induce an 
isomorphism 
T: a(S, 1) @a a(T, H) + a(G, H). (4.2) 
By a linear element of d(G, H) we mean an element which can be written as 
a linear combination of classes of linear representations of G. 
LEMMA 4.3. Suppose 01 is a PI-element of G. Let w be a linear element of 
4<d (4 n f-0 If Q is a p-subgroup of CG((a)), let w(Q) be the uniqk linear 
element in d((o1)Q, (a)Q n H) w h ose restriction to (a> is W. Suppose Q, Q’ are 
p-subgroups of Co((01)) with Q n H = Q’ n Hand 1 Q 1 < j Q’ j. Then 
w(Q)" = I,;, ___ 4Q'JG 
in d(G, H). In particular 
M(+Q2)“1 = , Q , -&?w [1((a) Q’)G] 
in c(G, H). 
Proof. Let P be a p-Sylow subgroup of Co(a). Since Q and Q’ are both 
Cc(a)-conjugate to subgroups of P we lose no generality by assuming that 
they are in P. Let U = (cr.)P. By (2.2) we can assume that U n H C P when 
dealing with d( U, U n H). An easy exercise shows that 
w(Q)” = +J 0 [1(Q)‘l), 4Q’Y = &J 0 MQ’>pl), 
where 7 is the mapping given in (4.2) with S = (a), T = P. By (3.3) 
P(Q>‘l = +F P(Q’Yl 
in c(P, P n H). Therefore w(Q)” = (1 Q’ ]/I Q 1) We in d(U, U n H). 
The proof is completed by applying (2.1). 
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5. p'-CYCLIC EXTENSIONS OF ~-GROUPS 
Throughout this section we shall assume that G = (,)P, where P is 
a p-group, P Q G, and where 01 is a p’-element of G. Let 
be a complete set of representatives of the conjugate classes of $-cyclic 
subgroups of G. For each i let Vi = (mi)Qi w ere Qi is the p-Sylow subgroup h 
of Ni = N,J(ai)). The main result of this section is 
THEOREM 5.1. The set 
dtz = {[l(V,)“] 1 i = I,..., tj 
is a basis for c(G, 1). 
To prove this we shall need several preliminary results. 
hUMA 5.2. Let ,$, y be p’-elements of a subgroup li of 6. If i(p)] = i(y)] 
then (/I) and (y) are conjugate in U. 
PYOO~~ We can write U = (S)Q where Q = U n P and 6 is a$-element. 
Since U/Q is cyclic @)Q =*(y)Q. Thus (,B) and (y) are both compiements of 
Q in (,B)Q~ By the Extended Sylow Theorem [7, Theorem 9.3.11 (p) and (7) 
are conjugate in @>Q. 
We can assume now that each 01~ E (a). Let Qt = .Pr C Pa C e.v C P, = P 
be a fully-refined (cl)-invariant normal series. More specifically for each 
i=l 9.“) s - 1, P, 4 P&l ) 01 E N,(P,) and the quotient P,+,/~i has no 
(a)-invariant subgroups. 
LEMMA 5.3. l?or each i there exists a zcnique maximal subgroup (/3J of (a> 
with 
<a> f--l (a>’ = <Pi> 
Proo$ Suppose (a) n (a)” = (a& and (a) n (a>ys = (a~> for 
y1 p y2 E i”i\Pi-l - Let QRf = Npi(<d) and Qz’ = Npi((d). Then R~‘y CA’ 
are not subgroups of Pip1 since yr E Qk’, y2 E QE’. Since QE’Pi-, and @‘PG~ 
are (a)-invariant, Qk’PiP1 = Pi = Qz’Pi-, a Hence for any y E Pi 
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If <%) = < q, q), (qJ” C (ah)Pi-1 . By (5.2) there exists a S E P+ with 
<c+Jsy = (an). The first part of the lemma is proved by continuing to build 
in this manner. 
If (a?> C (&Pi-1 for y E P,\P,-, then there exists a SE Pie1 with 
(~+.p = (+. Thus (a& C (a) n (z)~Y SO (o$ C (pi). 
It should be noted that (pi) # (a). For otherwise we would have 
Pi C Q,P;_, , as in the previous proof, But Qt _C PieI . 
LEMMA 5.4. For any i = 2 ,..., s, conjugation by 01 induces a Jixed point free 
automorphism on Pi/Pi-, . The stabilizer in (a) of any non-identity coset of 
Pi/Pi-I is (pi>. If ri is the number of orbits of Pi/Pi-, under the action of <a> 
then 
I piIpi-l I - l = ri l<a> : </%>I. 
Proof. Let y E P,/Pivl . Then (yP&il = yPiel if and only if yoljy-l = 01~6 
for some S E Piwl . By (5.3) this holds if and only if (C+ _C (pi). 
Let Wi = (,)Pi and let Xi = (pi)Pi. If W is any subgroup of Wi let 
O,( W)(aJ denote the Brauer character of l(W) Wi evaluated on q . If (aj) _C (pi) 
Bi( W$-I)(@$) = j Pi : Pi-1 1) ei(xi)(aj) = l<a> : <Pl>I* 
If (9) $ <Pi> 
4( wi-J(aj> = I, Si(Xi)(aj) = 0. 
Since ~,(W,)(~J = 1 
for all olj . Proposition (2.1) now implies (taking U = Wi , V = (11, H = (1)) 
the following: 
PROPOSITION 5.5. For each i = 2 ,..., s, 
WWi)“l = [Wi-117 - ~iP(mGl 
in c(G, 1). 
Recall that I(Wl)G = l(V,)G and l(G) = l(WJG. Applying (5.5) repeatedly 
we get 
[l(G)1 = [VdGl - i ~i[l(Xi)7 (5.6) 
id 
in c(G, 1). 
LEMMA 5.7. In c(G, l), [l(G)] is in the linear span of A!. 
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Proof. It follows from (5.6) that the lemma is proved if each [l(X,gG] 
is in the span of&!. If Pi C No(&)) then putting (pi) = (aj) 
by (4.3). Then (2.1) implies that [1(X,)“] is in the span of A?‘. 
If pi g JJG(<Pi)) we can apply the analogue of (5.6) in c(X, ) 1) to reduce 
Cl(&)]. Proposition 2.1 would give us an expression for [l(XijG] as a linear 
combination of elements of the form [l(Y)G] where Y C X6 , Y # Xi . 
Clearly this process need only be repeated a finite numloer of times. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. If R is any field CR(G, 1) has dimension t by (3.7). 
Therefore A! is a basis if it spans c(G, 1). 
Suppose U is any subgroup of G. By (5.7) [l(U)] can be written in c(U, 1) 
as a linear combination of elements of the form [l (T)U] where T is G conjugate 
to some (c+S, S C Np((+). Proposition (2.1) and Lemma (4.3) now imply 
the theorem. 
6. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Let G be any group with H 4 G. Let 
cl(G, H) = 1 indv,G(C(v, V 13 pi)), 
V 
where the sum is over all subgroups V of G with V A H having order relatively 
prime to p. cl-(G, H) is actually an ideal of c(G, H). For any ring R, let 
C,‘(G, IT) = R mz cl(G, H). 
Let (1) = (ai), (a&,..., (q) be a complete set of representatives of the 
conjugate classes of $-cyclic subgroups of G. For each i let Vi = (ai)Qi 9 
where Qi is a p-subgroup of CG((oli)) which has maximal order while subject 
to the restriction that Qi n H = (It. We wish to show that the set 
“4Y = ([l(VJG] / i = a,..., t> 
is a basis for Csr(G, H) for certain R. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Let R be any integral domain with characteristic zero. 
Then the group G is said to have property P(R) if C,(G) is generated 
elements of the form [I( V)G], w h ere V is a $-cyclic extension of a p-group. 
A group G with j G / a unit in R has property P(R). The group G has P( 
if and only if, in C,(G), the identity module can be written as 
[l(G)1 = C 4WGls YVER 
V 
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where the sum is over pI-cyclic extensions ofp-groups. If U is a subgroup of G, 
the restriction homomorphism resG,U: C,(G) -+ C,(U) takes [l(G)] to 
[l(U)]. Therefore if G has P(R) so does U. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Suppose G has P(R). The set J&’ in (6.1) generates 
C,l(G, f0 
Proof. Let U be any subgroup of G with U n H ap’-group. Since G has 
P(R), [l(U)] can be written in C,( 77, U n H) as an R-linear combination of 
elements of the form [l(V)“] where V is a p’-cyclic extension of a p-group. 
Any such V will be G-conjugate to some (cx~)Q where Q is ap-subgroup with 
P n H = (1). It follows from (5.1) that [l((a$)Q)] is, in turn, a linear com- 
bination of elements of the form [l( W)<~~>o] where W = (aj)Q for somej and 
some p-subgroup Q’ in C,((IX.~)). So 
[l(W)G] = #+ [l(Vj)G] 
by (4.3). Proposition 2.1 now shows that [l(U)G] is in the linear span of A’. 
Let U, ,..., U, be a complete set of representatives of the G-conjugate 
classes of p-subgroups of H. For each i let (1) = (piI>, (pia),..., <pit.> be a 
complete set of representatives of the Ni-conjugate classes of p’-cyclk sub- 
groups of Ni = NG( U;). Clearly any p’-cyclic subgroup of NJ Ui is conjugate 
in Ni to some (&Ui>. Let Vij = (pij)Qij where Qij/Ui is a p-subgroup of 
IZ,,~,~~)((&U,)) which has maximal order while subject to the restriction that 
Qii n H = Ui . If G has P(R) the set 
{[l(Vij/Uij)“i’u’] /j = l,*.*, t} 
is a generating set for C,l(N,/Ui , (Ni n H)/U,). Let M(i, j) = l( ViJG. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let R be an integral domain of characteristic zero. If G has 
property P(R) the set 
A? = {[M(i,j)] j i = l,..., s;j = l,..., ti} 
is a basis for C,(G, H). 
Proof. Since G has P(R), in order to prove that A generates C,(G, H) 
it is sufficient to show that any element of the form [l( U)G], where U is a 
p’-cyclic extension of a p-group, is in the linear span of A?. So suppose 
U = <z)P where P is a p-group, P 4 U, and 01 is a #-element. Since 
P n H is G-conjugate to some Ui we can assume without loss of generality 
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in CR(Ni/Ui I (Ni n H)/Ui). From (2.1) it foollows that 
[l(Uyq = 5 r,[M(i,j)]. 
j=1 
It remains only to prove that A? is R-linearly independent. Let F be a field 
which contains R and also contains all nth roots of unity where ~2 = / G In 
Clearly A?? will be independent if its image in CFF(@) 17) = F 8s C,(G, 
linearly independent. Suppose there exist yij E F with 
Choose the pair k, k to satisfy 
(a) if j Ui / > j Uk I, then yij = Q for all j = I,~.~, t; and 
@I if l(B~j>l > I (P&i, then YC = Q. 
Let T = (&>UE . The p ermutation ring CrF(T, T n H) = C&(T) has a 
basis -Y consisting of all [l(S)r] w h ere S ranges over a set of representatives 
of the conjugate classes of subgroups of T (see [I or 31). 
By the Mackey subgroup theorem 
where the sum is over all T - Vij double cosets TxV~~ . If rij # 
(i, j) f (15, E) no G-conjugate of Vi{ will contain 3’. Thus the coeEcient 
cii , on [l(T)] in the representation [M(i,j),] as a linear combination of the 
elements of “Y, is zero. On the other hand T C V,, ) so ckl # 0. Restricting to 
T, (6.5) becomes 
Since 9’” is an independent set ykl = 0. 
481132/3-9 
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7. APPLICATIONS TO D,(G, H) 
Keep the same notation as in Theorem 6.4. Let [ G [ = mp, where 
(m,p) = 1. W e s a h 11 assume that m is a unit in R and that R contains all 
mth roots of unity. For each pair (i,j), 1 < i < s, 1 < j < ti , let yiil , 
Yijz Y-*.2 YiitQ be a complete set of representatives of NNi((&))-conjugate 
classes of generators of (&). There exist linear elements wiik in 
DR( Vij , Vij n H) with the property that the character of wijle has value 1 on 
yijrc but vanishes on p/-elements which are not Vij-conjugate to yijk . Let 
L(i,j, k) = OJ& E D,(G, H). 
THEOREM 7.1. If G has property P(R) the set 
9 = {L(i, j, K) j i = l,..., s; j = l,..., ti; K = l,..., uij} 
is a basis for D,(G, H). 
Proof. The proof that 9 is R-linearly independent is very nearly like the 
proof of the independence of A! in (6.4). It is therefore left as an exercise to 
the reader. The basis of DF( T, T n H), which provides the unique decomposi- 
tion analogous to that in (6.7), is given by Conlon in [3, Theorem 7.11. 
Suppose L is a linear U-module where U is some subgroup of G. Since G 
has P(R) we can find yii E R with 
where the sum is over some basis A?” of C,( U, U n H), determined as in 
(6.4). But then 
Hence [LG] = CA, rii[(L,ij)G] by (2.1). Since eachLwij is a linear VVij-module, 
it is sufficient to prove that [LG] is in the linear span of 9 when U = Wii . 
So assume U = (a>P where P is ap-group, P 4 U, 01 is ap’-element, and 
U/(P n H) g ((a)) x [P/(P n H)] is a direct product. Let lJi = P n H. 
Then lJ_C Ni = NG(Ui). Let c = I(a>i, For each i = 0, l,..., c - 1 let Bi 
be the linear element of DR( U, U n H) whose character has value 1 on n! 
and 0 on c& for 0 < j < c, j # i. Since P is in the kernel of L, there exist 
yi E R with [L] = ~~=, yiei in DR( U/P, 1). Then by (2.1) 
[LG] = i r,si9 (7.2) 
i=l 
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For each I2 = 0, l,..., c - 1, ah is conjugate in iVi to some yijk . From (4.3) 
it f~IIows that 
qyJi - I, ?,I w;yi 
by considering eh as an element of DR(U/Ui , I) and wiilc as an element of 
D,(VSj/& , 1). By Proposition 2.1 we get 
(j G = I vii I . . 
h /Ulw> 3YN (7.J) 
in D,(G, H). Together (7.2) and (7.3) show that [LGi is in the span of 9. 
Ccxm.Lm~ 7.4. Suppose n = j G / is a unit in R and R contaim ali 13th 
roots oj unity. Let W’,, = (,%&US . Then the set 
W = ([l(W,j)G] 1 i = I ,... s s;j = l,,,..) ti> 
is a basis SOY C,(G, H). Let dijk be the linear element of .DIi(Wij , in 
whose character has value 1 on yijk and 0 on any p’-element of Wi, not 
to yijk I Then the set 
V = (6& 1 i = l,..., s;i = 1 ,...) ti ; k = l)...) Uij> 
Proofs ‘The group G has P(R) since 1 G / is a unit in , Now wsj 4 vii ) 
so by (4.3) 
in C,( V,J Wij , ( Vij n H) WJ Wij). From (2.1) it foollows that 
02, = i (& = iL(L(i, j, k) 
I wij I I wij I 
in D,(G, H) and 
- 1 vfj 1 pf(i, j)] 
-lw,ji . 
Since j G I is a unit in R and 5? and .A’ are bases, so are ‘T and V. 
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The following is proved in [8] for the case that His cyclic. 
THEOREM 7.5. Suppose G has a normal p-Sylow subgroup. If H u G, 
d(G, H) is a free abelian group. 
Proof. Let R, be the localization of Z at p. Let R be a finite extension of 
R, which contains all needed roots of unity. Let P be the p-Sylow subgroup 
of G. Now 1 G/P j is a unit in R so there exist rV E R with 
[1(W’)I = C ~dW’/G/‘IP)G’Pl 
v 
in C,(G/P), where the sum is over all conjugate classes of cyclic extensions of 
P. Therefore 
l(G) = C ~W’1)7 
V 
in C,(G). Hence G has property P(R) and DR(G, H) is a free R-module. 
Since all of the torsion in d(G, H) is p-torsion (see [5] or [S]) the mapping 
R & : d(G, H) -+ D,(G, H) is a monomorphism. Hence d(G, H) is a free 
Z-module. 
Remark 7.6. The natural homomorphisms res: c(G, H) + c(H) and 
c(G, H) + c(G, 1) are important tools in determining the structure of 
c(G, H). But no combination of the maps determines c(G, H). For example let 
G=(x,y,x/9 =y6 =z2 = 1; xy = yx, xxx = y>. Let K be a field of 
characteristic 2, H = (x3, y3) and let U = (x), V = ( y2x3). The modules 
I( U)G and l( V)G have the same Brauer character and (l( U)G)H = (1 (V)Q . 
But [l( U)7 # [I( V)7 in c(G, H). This can be seen by taking the restriction 
to u. 
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